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Abstract
In this paper we study singlepushout transformation in a category of spans a
generalization of the notion of partial morphism in for instance 
As an application singlepushout transformation in a category of hypergraphs
with a special type of partial morphisms the conformisms is presented In particu
lar we show the existence of the pushout of any pair of conformisms of hypergraphs
with the same source hypergraph and how to construct one such a pushout Finally
hypergraph rewriting using conformisms is compared to singlepushout hypergraph
rewriting by means of a detailed example
We present in this paper an approach to hypergraph rewriting by means
of singlepushout transformation in a category of hypergraphs with a special
type of partial morphisms the conformisms inspired by the homonymous
notion in the theory of partial algebras Although this approach has already
been treated by some of us in  by means of what we could call rude
force methods in this paper we develop it as a special case of singlepushout
transformation in a category of spans a generalization of the notion of partial
morphism in for instance 	

So the main result in this note establishes a necessary condition for the
existence of the pushout of two such spans This condition has a part involving
properties of the original category from which the category of spans is
derived and a part referring to the specic spans Then we show that such
a necessary condition is always satised in the case of pairs of conformisms of
hypergraphs understood as spans in a category of hypergraphs with weak
morphisms
This type of arguments using suitable categories of sort of partial mor
phisms is wellknown and in particular it was explained to us by M Lowe
whom we deeply acknowledge with thanks for it The novelty in our ap
proach lies in part on the fact that our partial morphisms are not equivalence
classes as in 	 but single objects as it is usual to think about them on the
other hand
c
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 The general setting
Let C be a category and let M and H be two classes of morphisms in C
satisfying the following conditions
H M and H are closed under composition and both contain all identities
in C
H If g  f  M and g  M then f  M
H For every m  A  B in M and h  C  B in H there exists one
and only one pullback Dm

 D  C h

 D  A in C such that
m

 M and h

 H We shall henceforth refer to such a pullback as the
distinguished pullback of m and h
An MHspan is a pair of morphisms A
m
 K
h
 B with m  M
and h  H We shall denote such a MHspan by mK h  A  B
emphasizing that we understand it as a sort of partial morphism from A to
B
Given two MHspans mK h  A  B and m

K

 h

  B 
C we dene their composition m

K

 h

  mK h as the MHspan
m 
f
m

K

 h


e
h  A  C where K


f
m

 K

 K
e
h  K

 K

 is the
distinguished pullback square of m

and h
It turns out that under hypotheses HH the objects of C together
with the MHspans as morphisms and this denition of composition
form a category that we shall denote henceforth SMH
Notice that a square in SMH
C D

m

K

 h


A B

m

K

 h



m

K

 h



m

K

 h


is conmutative when there exists a diagram in C
K

K


f
m

A K


m


m


f
m


K


e
h

B

h


m

	
C K


m


h


e
h


D

h


h



where squares  and 
 conmute and squares 	 and  are distinguished
pullbacks This observation lies at the heart of the rest of this paper
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Given two MHspans m

K

 h

  A  B and m

K

 h

  A
 C a triple diagram for them is a diagram in C
K

K


f
m

A K


m


m


f
m


K


e
h

B

h


m

	
C K


m


h


e
h


where m

m

 M square  is commutative and squares 	 and  are
distinguished pullbacks
We say that such a triple diagram is nal when for every other triple
diagram
K

c
K


c
m

A K


m


m


c
m

c
K


b
h

B

h


c
m

C
c
K


c
m


h


b
h

there exist morphisms f 
c
K

 K

 f


c
K

 K

and f


c
K

 K

such
that
c
m


f
m

 f
c
m


f
m

 f


c
m


f
m

 f

From H	 we deduce that f f

 f

 M and from standard properties of
pullbacks and H we deduce moreover that the squares
K

K


e
h

c
K

c
K


b
h


f

f

K

K


e
h

c
K

c
K


b
h


f

f

are distinguished pullbacks
Now assume that for every pair of morphisms h

 A  B and h

 A
 C in H we x a pushout D

h

 B  D

h

 C  D in C referred
to henceforth as distinguished pushout with

h



h

 H and such that the
following technical condition holds

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H Let us consider a cubic diagram
C

D

h


A

B

h



h



h


C D

h

A B

h


h


h

f


R
f


R
f


R
f


R
where f

 f

 f

 M h

 h

 h

 h

 H the front square that is the one
with objects A    D and arrows h

     h

 is a distinguished pushout
and the top and lefthand side squares are distinguished pullbacks and
therefore h


 h


 H Then the back square is a distinguished pushout
if and only if f

 M and the bottom and righthand side squares are
distinguished pullbacks
Then we have the following main result
Theorem  Let C be a category andM and H two classes of morphisms in
C such that conditions HH are satised condition H with respect to
a class of distinguished pushouts in C of morphisms in H Then two MH
spans m

K

 h

  A  B and m

K

 h

  A  C have a pushout in
SMH if and only if they have a nal triple diagram in C
Moreover	 in this case a pushout of m

K

 h

 and m

K

 h

 in the
category SMH is given by
D m

K

 h

  B  D m

K

 h

  C  D
where
K

K


f
m

A K


m


m


f
m


K


e
h

B

h


m

	
C K


m


h


e
h


D

h


h



is a diagram in C such that squares 	 	 and  form a nal triple diagram
for m

K

 h

 and m

K

 h

	 and square 
 is a distinguished pushout
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 An application Conformisms of hypergraphs
As an application of Theorem  we obtain the following approach to single
pushout hypergraph transformation
Given two hypergraphsG  G
V
 G
E
 s
G
 t
G
 and G

 G

V
 G

E
 s
G

 t
G


and a pair of mappings f  f
V
 f
E
 with f
V
 G

V
 G
V
 f
E
 G

E
 G
E

we say that f is a weak morphism from G

to G and we shall denote it by
writing f G

G when for every e  G

E
 there exist some w
se
 w
te
 G

V
such that
s
G
f
E
e  f

V
s
G

e  w
se
 t
G
f
E
e  f

V
t
G

e  w
te

This is a direct translation to hypergraphs of the notion of plain homomor
phism of partial algebras
Let C be the category of hypergraphs with weak morphisms as arrows let
M be the class of all inclusions of hypergraphs that are weak morphisms and
let H be the class of all usual morphisms of hypergraphs that is those weak
morphisms such that w
se
 w
te
  the empty word for every hyperarc e in
the source hypergraph
Now the following result holds
Theorem  The category C	 together with classes of morphismsM and H	
satises conditions HH
The distinguished pullbacks and pushouts are described as follows

Let i  H  G belong to M and h  G

 G belong to H Then
their distinguished pullback is given by H

 i

 H

 G

 h

 H

 H
where H

is the hypergraph with sets of nodes and arcs H

V
 h

V
H
V
 and
H

E
 h

E
H
E
 and with the greatest structure of hypergraph such that the
inclusion i

 H

 G

and the restriction h

 H

 H of h to it are weak
morphisms of hypergraphs This structure of hypergraph is obtained by
simply imposing that for every e  H

E
 s
H

e and t
H

e are the greatest
prexes of s
G

e and t
G

e respectively belonging to H

V



Let f  K  G and g  K  G

be two morphisms in H Then their dis
tinguished pushout is obtained by means of the usual eective construction
of pushouts First make the disjoint sum GG

of G and G

 specically
G G

 GG


E
 G G


V
 s
GG

 t
GG


where GG


E
 G
E
fgG

E
fg GG


V
 G
V
fgG

V
fg and
for every e  G
E
resp e  G

E
 if s
G
e  v
i

   v
i
n
 G

V
resp s
G

e 
v
i

   v
i
n
 G

V

 then s
GG

e   v
i

     v
i
n
   G
V
 fg

resp
s
GG

e   v
i

     v
i
n
   G

V
 fg

 and a similar denition for
t
GG


And then identify in GG

the images of every element of K through f
and g through the equivalence relation   
V
 
E
 on it dened as follows

E
is the least equivalence relation on G  G


E
containing ff
E
e 
g
E
e  j e  K
E
g and 
V
is the least equivalence relation on GG


V

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containing on one hand ff
V
v  g
V
v  j v  K
V
g and on the
other hand the sets
fv i v

 j  GG


V
j 	e i e

 j  
E
 k  IN fg
such that v v

are the kth source nodes of e e

 respg
and the corresponding set for target nodes
Now we shall call a conformism from a hypergraph G

to a hypergraph G
a MHspan mK h  G

 G This notion comes again from the theory
of partial algebras it is a weak morphism of hypergraphs from a subgraph in
the usual sense of the source hypergraph
Theorem  Every pair of conformisms of hypergraphs m

K

 h

  A
 B and m

K

 h

  A  C has a nal triple diagram in C
With the notations given in the denition of triple nal diagram above
this triple nal diagram for the conformisms m

K

 h

 and m

K

 h

 is
obtained as follows

Let  be the least equivalence relation on the disjoint sum BC containing

B

fh

V
v h

V
v j v  K


V

 K


V
g
fh

E
e h

E
e j e  K


E

 K


E
g

C
A
Let K

 K

V
K

E
 be the greatest subset of K


 K

closed under the
equivalence relation on A induced by  through h

 h

 It can also be
characterized as the greatest subset of A such that h


h

K

  K

and
h


h

K

  K

 Consider on K

the greatest structure K

of hypergraph
such that its inclusion into A becomes a weak morphism with the further
restriction that for every e  K

E
 the length of s
K

e is smaller than or
equal to that of s
B
h

E
e and s
C
h

E
e and a similar condition for
target words
Let
f
m

and
f
m

be the inclusions of K

into K

and K

 respectively

Let K

 Bh

K

h

K

  B and K

 Ch

K

h

K

  C
and consider on these sets of nodes and arcs the greatest structures K

and K

of hypergraphs such that their inclusions into B and C become
weak morphisms with the further restriction that for every e  K


E
respectively e  K


E
 if e  h

E
e

 with e

 K


E
respectively
e  h

E
e

 with e

 K


E
 then the lengths of the source and target
words of e and e

are the same
Let m

and m

denote the inclusions of K

and K

into B and C respec
tively and let
e
h

and
e
h

be the restrictions of h

and h

to K

 respectively
Corollary  Every pair of conformisms of hypergraphs m

K

 h

  A
 B and m

K

 h

  A  C has a pushout
Moreover Theorem  together with the descriptions given above yields
an explicit construction of such a pushout

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We obtain in this way an approach to singlepushout hypergraph rewrit
ing independent of the usual one using partial morphisms of hypergraphs 
because although partial morphisms are special cases of conformisms of hy
pergraphs the pushout of two partial morphisms as conformisms is dierent
from their pushout as partial morphisms as described for instance in  see
the next section Recall moreover that the pushout of two partial morphisms
can be obtained in the framework described in the rst part of this paper but
with dierent C and M compare 	
 An example
The dierence between hypergraph rewriting using partial morphisms and
using conformisms can be illustrated by means of an example building up
the leftmost linear path of a binary hypergraph
In order to build up the leftmost linear path on an acyclic binary hyper
graph partial morphisms do not suce because some of the leaves of the
hypergraph not belonging to the path are left isolated Consider the partial
morphism

t
s

s

t
s

which only maps the target node and one of the two source nodes of the hy
perarc without mapping the hyperarc itself The following sample derivation
which results of applying the partial closed morphism to a hypergraph in the
most clever way still leaves an isolated node in the hypergraph and the node
left isolated cannot be removed by application of partial closed morphisms
unless special application conditions are dened
t
s

s

t t
s

s

s

s


t
s

s

t t
s

s

s


t
s

s

t t
s

s


t
s

t
s

Conformisms instead can be dened in order to remove such leaves as
well Consider the following three conformisms the rst of which maps the
hyperarc the target node and corresponding target tentacle t and one of

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the two source nodes and corresponding source tentacle s



t
s

s

t
s

s

s

 
s

 
The following sample derivation illustrates the eect of applying these
conformisms to a binary hypergraph in order to build up the leftmost linear
path
t
s

s

t t
s

s

s

s


t
s

t
s

s

s

s


t
s

t
s

s

s


t
s

t
s

As can be seen in the derivation no nodes are left isolated in the hyper
graph as the leftmost linear path is built Furthermore it is easy to check
that any order of application of these conformisms leads to the same resulting
hypergraph
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